
1 Park Plan - The result of an international competition and master planning process (also led by the applicant), Redmond Downtown Park has transformed a confluence of busy roads 
and parking lots into the active heart of Redmond’s densifying downtown core.



2 Location - East of Seattle, Redmond sits on the north shore of Lake Sammamish and east of the Sammammish River. The 2-acre park site is located just west of the historic Leary 
Way in the heart of Redmond’s Downtown.  



3 Plaza – East of the Great Lawn is a wet / dry plaza with splash pad and sculptural park pavilion and permeable water wall. The cantilevered mirrored ceiling of the pavilion reflects a 
white terrazzo floor and activities below. 



4 ‘Buoyant’, the high-tech hearth – The pavilion, designed with the artist on the team, is an inhabitable sculpture that acts simultaneously as pavilion, water feature, platform for 
performance and digital / light-based artworks, and a community ‘hearth’ or living room.



5 Digital projection in the pavilion – At night, the water wall transforms into a canvas for colored LED lighting and projected digital artworks which wrap around the rods, making the 
experience visible from all sides of the pavilion.



6 Movable tables and chairs on the wood terrace – The wood halo widens at the eastern side of the Great Lawn into an undulating stage and lounging zone facing the plaza and 
pavilion. 



7 Park Pavilion water wall detail – Water travels down a series of thin grooved structural rods that hold the flow of water through meniscus tension, creating a dynamic water texture 
that appears almost as a kind of digital pixilation. 



8 Program Diagrams – Park layout and adjacencies were a result of detailed explorations and outreach for a wide range of arts, culture, food and market programs to ensure maximum 
flexibility, ease of access, safety and effectiveness.  



9 Undulating wood topped seat walls – a series of generously scaled wood topped seat walls undulate through the plaza and gardens to provide spaces to lounge and lay on a towel 
by the splash pad.



10 Wood stage – The wood stage facing the plaza, splash pad and pavilion can either be used as a stage or for seating oriented towards pavilion performances. 



11 Southwest corner entrance to the park – A bosque at the SW corner of the site is punctuated with sloped lineal benches with a vertical striated pattern on all sides. 



12 Wood ‘Halo’ around the Great Lawn – A 565’ diameter circular wood boardwalk and lounging platform rings the entirety of the great lawn. At 18” above the plaza, it provides 
continuous seating throughout the park. 



13 Dining Bosque – 35 cherry trees form a dining bosque on compacted decomposed granite at the SE corner of the site. Colorful tables and chairs provide eating opportunities beside 
the historic Stone House Restaurant and other cafes and ice cream shops.



14 Night Lighting – The perimeter of the halo, east and west steps to the great lawn, and benches throughout the site are underlit with subtle LED light strips to emphasize the notion 
of hovering or floating.



15 Aerial view of park looking east – Since park construction, the north and west edges of the site have densified with mixed use, multistory housing that further help to define the 
park and emphasize its importance as the outdoor living room for Redmond.


